Simulation models are widely used to study complex systems. Current simulation models are generally handcrafted using expert knowledge (knowledge-driven); however, this process is slow and introduces modeler bias. This article presents an approach towards data-driven simulation modeling by developing a framework that discovers simulation models in an automated way for mobile agent-based applications. The framework is comprised of three components: (1) a model space specification, (2) a search method (genetic algorithm), and (3) framework measurement metrics. The model space specification provides a formal specification for the general model structure from which various models can be generated. The search method is used to efficiently search the model space for candidate models that exhibit desired behavior patterns. The five framework measurement metrics: flexibility, comprehensibility, controllability, composability, and robustness, are developed to evaluate the overall framework. The results demonstrate that it is possible to discover a variety of interesting models using the framework.
INTRODUCTION
Simulation modeling is a process that generally involves converting expert knowledge into dynamic models and simulating them to understand more about the system. We name this process as knowledge-driven simulation modeling within the context of this article. An example of knowledge-driven simulation modeling is the stock and flow modeling of the housing market [1] , where the models are created through the collaboration of modelers and domain experts. Knowledge-driven simulation modeling has the advantage that a modeler can use existing knowledge to create meaningful simulation models representing the system. These handcrafted models are also useful for testing theories about how a system works. If a model faithfully represents a system, then it will produce the same behavior as the real system. In this scenario the model can be thought of as a hypothesis for how the real system works. Figure 1 illustrates how knowledgedriven simulation modeling typically works, where system knowledge represents the knowledge about the system under study, and desired behavior represents the desired simulation outcome a modeler aims to achieve. The system knowledge and desired behavior are combined by the modeler to create a candidate simulation model. Then the model needs to be iteratively improved if there is an observed discrepancy between the model's simulated behavior and the desired behavior. This is done by making modifications that the modeler thinks will cause it to behave better. This modeling process largely depends on the modeler's experience and often happens in an ad hoc manner, which results in models that can be extremely time-consuming and expensive to create. Another weakness of knowledge-driven simulation modeling is that frequently modelers present their models as representations of the real system instead of hypotheses about how the real system works, or stakeholders view them as such. In other words, the handcrafted models often embody the biases of their creators. It is important to note that data also plays an important role in the knowledge-driven simulation modeling described in the foregoing passage. For example, data are often used to calibrate parameters of a model and for model validation after the model is developed. However, the major activities of modeling involve converting expert knowledge into a working simulation model, and this process largely relies on the experience of a modeler.
Bias can be reduced in simulation modeling by having the modeler define a very broad space of possible models and a search method. Bias is reduced because, instead of defining one model, the modeler defines a general model space from which many candidate models can be searched. The search of candidate models can be informed by data from a system under study-it utilizes the behavior data observed from the system to discover candidate-simulation models, which, when simulated, produce behaviors similar to what have been observed. Consider the example of simulation modeling for a flock of birds: one can use a video camera to record birds' movements, extract the behavior patterns of their movements, and then use the extracted behavior patterns as the criteria of desired behavior to search candidate models in the model space. A main feature of this approach is that once the model space and desired behavior are defined, the search of candidate models is automated. This automated process results in a more efficient use of modeler time because the model space can be re-used for many related modeling tasks. Furthermore, bias is reduced because the modeler specifies the desired behaviors instead of how the models should work. A set of candidate models can be discovered, all of which exhibit the specified desired behavior. Because this approach utilizes observed data to extract desired behavior for the search of models, we name this modeling approach data-driven simulation modeling to differentiate it from the knowledge-driven modeling illustrated in Figure 1 . Motivated by the advantages described in the foregoing paragraphs, this article develops a framework towards data-driven simulation modeling that discovers simulation models in an automated way based on data or behavior patterns extracted from systems under study. The developed framework has three core components: (1) a model space specification, (2) a search method (genetic algorithm), and (3) framework-measurement metrics. The model space specification defines a "meta-model" for behavior-based mobile agent systems, which represents the model space to be searched through for a model(s) that exhibits the desired behavior. The search method is used to effectively search the model space. The five framework measurement metrics: flexibility, comprehensibility, controllability, composability, and robustness, are used to evaluate how well this modeling approach is applied to a specific domain. We develop this framework based on the domain of mobile agent-based systems, where the systems are composed of individual agents that move and change locations in a physical space. Examples of these systems include flocks of birds [3] , pedestrian crowds [4] , road traffic [5] , and swarm robots [6] . Based on this domain, the simulation model is agent-based and the simulation proceeds in a discrete time (stepwise) fashion. We show how agent-based simulation models can be discovered that exhibit various behavior patterns such as circles (hollow and filled), snakes, obstacle avoidance, and personal space behaviors. The discovered models are just as understandable as handcrafted knowledge-driven models, which is demonstrated by modifying them to control them in predictable ways. As a critical step toward data-driven simulation modeling, this article focuses on defining the framework, model space, and framework evaluation metrics. It does not use real-world data to extract desired behaviors for the search method. Instead, desired behaviors are defined by the modeler directly. Nevertheless, the work presented in this article builds a foundation for working with real-world data to support data-driven simulation modeling in future work. We note that although our approach moves towards data-driven simulation modeling, modelers are still an integral part of the modeling process and play critical roles in defining the model space and in evaluating discovered models. Also note that the approach is still subject to bias encoded in the model space and in the fitness functions used by the search method.
This article makes contributions by developing a new simulation-modeling approach that represents an important step towards data-driven simulation modeling with broad applicability. The proposed framework builds a foundation to support discovering models automatically from observable behavior data of a dynamic system, as compared to the knowledge-driven simulationmodeling approach shown in Figure 1 . The proposed framework can also work with knowledgedriven simulation modeling-it discovers candidate models that provide useful information about how the system may work, and thus help modelers to develop better models for simulating system behavior. Our approach differs from other "data-driven" approaches in two major ways: First, we focus on simulation models instead of machine learning models or statistical correlation models. This means the model we discover is a "dynamic simulation model" that explicitly models the structure and behaviors of a system. The discovered model is a comprehensible simulation model just like other simulation models that are currently handcrafted by modelers. Second, several existing works have also developed data-driven modeling in the simulation field. These include works that use data to tune model parameters [18] , to construct large simulation models based on a component library [27] , and to choose the most appropriate behavior for a given situation in real time [24] . The focus of their works is not on creating new simulation models from scratch. Instead, these works generally assume pre-defined model templates or model libraries and use data to improve certain elements of the models or to compose larger models. Our work is unique in the sense that it focuses on simulation modeling without pre-defined model templates or a component library. A general model space, i.e., a "meta-model," is specified, but the specific elements of a model are not pre-defined.
RELATED WORK
Agent-based modeling and simulation are commonly used to study the dynamic movement behaviors of various types of systems, such as flocks of birds [7] , schools of fish [8] , pedestrian crowds [9, 10] , and road traffic [11, 12] . The simulation models capture the behaviors of individual agents as well as their interactions and, through simulations, generate emergent behavior at the system level. A system can be simulated using a mobile agent-based model if it contains many similar agents, such as people who move around in a shared environment, act autonomously, and only have local knowledge (and possibly global knowledge about the environment: like a familiar building's layout). Note that this article focuses on agent-based systems where agents are not centrally controlled (see [25] as an example of a centrally controlled agent-based system where the position of unmanned aerial vehicles used in a formation is centrally controlled and the position of all vehicles is known).
Existing models for mobile agent-based systems are generally handcrafted by modelers. A handcrafted model is validated if its behavior resembles (qualitatively or quantitatively) that of the real system. For example, Reynolds' famous boids model [13] qualitatively resembles the behavior of a flock of birds or a school of fish. Another example is [26] , where a handcrafted cellular automata model is used to study selfish-vs.-selflessness-based models of pedestrian room evacuations. A limitation of handcrafted models is that, due to limited resources, a modeler often develops a single or limited number of models, which can model certain aspects of the system well but often result in gaps in modeling all behaviors [14] . Despite their disadvantages, handcrafted models are generally good at representing the underlying mechanisms behind agent behavior. The developed models are usually explainable because they are derived from human knowledge.
Some data-driven approaches have been used to study mobile agent behavior. Such as in [15] and [24] , which use a database of observations of individual mobile agents' responses to different situations. The database of state-action pairs can then be searched to decide how an agent should act in a given situation. The historical data is taken from agent trajectories extracted from video. This technique has the potential to perfectly reproduce realistic crowd behavior if given enough data; however, this approach does not provide any explanation for the underlying reasoning behind behavior. Additionally, it relies on searching a database for similar scenarios and thus only works for situations similar to those in which the historical data was collected.
Other works have used data from real systems to build simulation models. A technique is to divide a model into a macroscopic data-driven layer, which determines agent objectives and the desired trajectory, and a microscopic handcrafted layer, which handles collision avoidance [16] . Navigation fields are a common trajectory control technique where the 2D environment is overlaid with a virtual grid where each grid position has an associated vector that influences agents there. In [23] , the authors use a navigation field (learned from data) for trajectory control along with a handcrafted collision avoidance model. A genetic algorithm is used to discover behavioral rules based on velocity fields to determine the strategic or goal-directed movement of pedestrians. The behavioral rules are captured by a mapping function that is expressed in a generic mathematical formula to describe the relationships between the input features and the output. This contrasts to our method where a general behavior-based agent model space is used. In [16] and [17] , the authors extract navigation fields from video of a crowd. The disadvantage of this technique is that, since the underlying reasoning behind the trajectory fields is not learned, a new trajectory field must be created for each environment. If the environment does not exist yet, like building plans, then a trajectory must be handcrafted and there is no way to validate a handcrafted trajectory field without real video from the location. Although the existence of pedestrian collision avoidance is undisputed, the exact form that this behavior takes may be of significance to macro-level emergent behavior, especially in crowded scenarios. Handcrafting collision avoidance behaviors introduces modeler bias into otherwise unbiased models. This is a significant limitation, because crowd models are often applied to evacuations and emergencies where crowds are compact and the specifics of collision avoidance may be significant.
There is also limited research on discovering simulation models in an automated or semiautomated way. These works mainly focus on the model parameters and not model structure. For example, automatically searching the space of model parameters to find variations of the boids model [18] . Another example is calibrating a mobile agent-based discrete choice model using video data [19] . Our framework differs by discovering model structure in addition to calibrating model parameters. A closely related work is a model that combines a hardcoded microscopic social-forces layer to handle movement and collision avoidance with a learned macroscopic goal layer that decides what room exits agents head towards [20] . The macroscopic goal layer is learned from data and is comprehensible, but the microscopic layer is handcrafted. This differs from our framework where no parts require handcrafting. Another related work is on automatic model composition from existing model components. The work of [27] presents a component-based model generation approach where system-level models are generated based on pre-built model components and data describing how these components are structured. The work of [28] presents an automatic approach in the systems biology domain to couple multiple existing models and optimize their parameters for satisfying system property constraints. These works differ from our work, as they rely on pre-existing component models from which system models are composed. Note that our work also differs from the work of model selection, which assumes there exists a limited set of candidate models to be selected from and typically deals with statistic models.
SIMULATION MODELING FRAMEWORK 3.1 Framework Overview
The simulation modeling framework has three major components: a model space specification, a search algorithm, and a set of measurement metrics. The model space specification provides a formal specification for the general model structure from which various models can be generated. It must be flexible enough to represent a wide variety of possible agent behaviors. Furthermore, it must capture agent behavior in a way that is comprehensible and human readable. This latter requirement is important, because for the model space to be controllable, it must be possible for a person to modify a model by hand and know the impact this will have on behavior. The search algorithm is used to efficiently search the model space for candidate models that exhibit desired behavior. It must be able to accommodate a variety of objective functions specifying the search criteria and to discover robust models according to the criteria. Finally, the framework measurement metrics are used to evaluate the degree to which the framework is flexible, robust, comprehensible, controllable, and composable. These measurement metrics can be used to evaluate an application of the framework to a different domain or a future extension to the model space specification. Figure 2 shows the framework's model discover process, where the different boxes represent the different components of the framework. A major component of the discover process is the Automated Model Search based on Genetic Algorithm (GA), which has three subcomponents: the GAbased search algorithm, the candidate models, and the fitness functions that quantify the desired behavior. First, a qualitative description of the desired behavior is translated into one or more desired behavior fitness functions. For example, the desired behavior might be that agents form a line and they keep out of one another's personal space. This would translate into at least two fitness functions: one for the shape and another for personal space. These fitness functions and the model space are inputs to the search process (GA). In each generation of the GA, the candidate models are simulated and their simulation results are automatically evaluated based on the fitness functions. The output of the automated model search component is a set of candidate models that have high fitness values. These fit models may have extraneous model structures that do not impact model behavior but make the models harder to interpret. These extraneous structures are removed by the simplification process. The models that come out of the simplification process are named as discovered models in the figure. These discovered models are the results of an automated search and simplification process, each of which represents a simulation model that can generate the behavior specified by the fitness functions.
It is important to note that the discovered models may not exhibit the desired behavior of the modeler despite being fit according to the fitness functions. Thus, the discovered models need to be evaluated by the modeler before they are accepted-the modeler will simulate the discovered models and compare the simulation results to the desired behavior. If there is a discrepancy, then this means that there was a flaw in the translation from the desired behavior to the fitness functions. The fitness functions are revised and the process is repeated until the discovered models exhibit the desired behavior. Also note that in our current work the fitness functions for desired behavior are defined by the modeler instead of extracted from data. This could be extended by using recorded behavior data from the real system being modeled to measure features of the real system behavior. This feature data is then compared to features in models whose suitability is being tested. Taking the previous personal space behavior as an example, the historical data (e.g., in the form of pedestrian trajectories that can be extracted from video [2] ) can now be used to determine what people's actual personal space preferences are. The part corresponding to this extension is shown as dashed lines in Figure 2 . Major components of the framework (including the entirety of the model space) presented in this article are re-useable in such an extension.
In the following section, we describe the components of this framework in detail.
Model Space Specification
The model space specification defines a "meta-model" for behavior-based mobile agent systems, from which different model instances can be generated. This "meta-model" plays a central role in supporting automated search of candidate simulation models and is used by the experiments described in Section 4. This section provides a specification of the model space including agents and the world. Each agent corresponds to a real-world mobile agent, such as a person, car, or animal. The framework is designed to represent mobile agents in the abstract, but it can be extended through arbitrary properties (discussed in detail later) to represent specific kinds of mobile agents, such as people. To support flexible model development, agents can be abstracted as either points or circles that move in a continuous 2D environment that wraps vertically and horizontally. Circular permeable obstacle regions (from now on called "obstacles") can be added to the environment to represent regions that agents wish to avoid. The positions and headings of agents are randomly set at the start of each simulation, and their behavioral rules cause them to organize into collective patterns. Formally, a model, m, is composed of a set of entities, E, and a description of the world, w. In general, each entity has a set of properties whose values can either be fixed or change dynamically. For simplicity, in this article, we focus on mobility-related properties and differentiate two types of entities: agents, A, and obstacles, O. Agent entities are able to dynamically update their position/angle properties over time, i.e., they can move in the space. Each agent has a set of behaviors that update the position/angle properties. Obstacle entities are static entities that act as obstacles in the space. We note that the agent entities can be extended to represent any entities that exhibit certain dynamic behavior or whose properties can be dynamically updated. For example, it may model an energy source where the amount of energy dynamically changes over time. Nevertheless, the focus of this article is on mobile agents, and, thus, we mainly consider the position/angle properties. m = <E, w>; Model m is composed of a set of entities, E, and the world, w. w = <width w , height w >, where the world is a 2D space that wraps vertically and horizontally E = {A, O}, where: A is the set of agents, O is the set of obstacles o ∈ O, o = <x o , y o , r o >, where:
x o and y o are the coordinates of the obstacle's center r o is the radius of the permeable obstacle
Agents.
Each agent has its own set of properties and adopts a behavior-based structure to control how those properties can be changed based on their current value and observations of the environment and other agents' properties. Although a modeler can design agents to have the same set of behaviors and properties (as in the models in the Results section), this is not forced by the framework. The framework is flexible enough to handle whatever agent properties the modeler decides to include.
Each agent, a (a ∈ A), has its own location, l a , heading, h a , and speed, s a . The heading is the direction an agent is facing and moving. As an agent moves during a simulation, its location, heading, and speed change. The location, heading, and speed of each agent are randomly initialized at the start of a simulation. The movement vector is intentionally separated into heading and speed to allow each one to be controlled by behavioral rules separately. Each agent has a field of view, fov a , defined by an angle, angle a , and a view distance, viewDistance a , which determines what it sees ( Figure 3 ). For modeling flexibility, each agent has its own fov, but in our experiments, we give all agents the same fov. An agent can perceive all other agents or obstacles, i.e., knowing their property values, within its field of view. Each agent has a set of arbitrary modeler-defined properties, P a . For example, a model simulating how children follow a teacher on a field trip could have a "type" property to define agents as either being a student or the teacher. Agents have a set of behavior groups, BG. Each behavior group, bg, contains one or more behaviors that modify one agent property. No two behavior groups can modify the same property. All behaviors modifying the same property belong to the same behavior group. Different agents can have different behavior groups due to the fact that their properties are different. The next sub-section explains the behavior groups in more detail. During a simulation, each agent uses its own observations and state at timestep t to determine through behavioral rules what its new speed and heading (and/or any other properties) will be at time t + 1. The position at time t + 1 is projected from the position at time t using the heading and speed at time t + 1. a = <h a , s a , l a , fov a , P a , BG a >, where: h a = heading of agent s a = speed of agent l a = <x a , y a > is the location of the agent fov a = <angle a , viewDistance a > is the field of view of the agent P a = set of arbitrary modeler-defined properties BG a = set of behavior groups, where bg ∈ BG a
Behavior Groups.
Behavior groups give the model space specification a general way of modifying agent properties. A behavior group is composed of the name of the property a behavior group modifies, p bg , a set of behaviors, B bg , and a set of weights, W bg , for those behaviors. For the experiments in Section 4, one behavior group is used for angle and another for speed. If other agent properties were modified, then each of these would also belong to an associated behavior group. bg = <p bg , B bg , W bg > is a specific behavior group, where: p bg is the property the behavior group modifies, where: no two behavior groups can modify the same property p bg refers to ∈ {h a , s a } ∪ P a B bg is the set of behaviors, where b ∈ B bg W bg is the set of weights, where:
A behavior, b, in a behavior group, bg, corresponds to one influence on one property of an agent. In the real world it might correspond to a behavior, like avoid hitting another pedestrian. The multiple behaviors belonging to the same behavior group will have a compound influence on the property the behaviors influence. In our current work, this compound influence is based on a weighted average calculation. As described in the foregoing passage, each behavior has an associated weight. A behavior group calculates the weighted average of these competing influences from all behaviors belonging to the behavior group to decide the compound influence. A behavior is a general way of describing what entities in the environment are used to make a decision (filtering), what property of the relevant entities will be used (extract), and how to act, given the property values of the relevant entities (combine and offset). Specifically, a behavior contains a set of filters, F b , a property extraction function, Extract b , a property combination function, Combine b , and an offset to add to the result of the combination, Offset b . An example of applying a behavior is illustrated in Figure 4 . The filters decide what entities (agents and/or obstacles) a behavior will use. Notice in the following equations that filters can be "chained." For example, select all agents within a distance of 10 with a speed slower than 2. Chained filters are flexible while still remaining comprehensible. The property extraction step decides what property of the used entities will be used to make a decision; any property can be used. The combination step combines 
Absolute combination
Relative (to observer) combination angle average, random Closest (most similar to observer's heading), farthest speed average, random, fastest, slowest, closest (most similar to observer's speed), farthest (most dissimilar speed) position average, random farthest, closest the extracted properties so that one decision can be made from multiple observations. The current combination methods are shown in Table 1 ; note that angle, speed, and position are the only extractable properties currently used; however, the framework could be extended to include arbitrary properties. The offset step offsets the combined property value to allow for more nuanced behaviors. For example, an agent-avoidance behavior may use filtering to select only nearby agents headed towards the observer, combination to average these agents position (converted to an angle between the observer and the agents), and offset to turn in a direction opposite of these agents. As described in the foregoing, this agent avoidance behavior is combined through a weighted average with other behaviors belonging to the same behavior group to represent potentially conflicting behavioral desires. b = <F b , Extract b , Combine b , Offset b > is a specific behavior, where: F b is the composition of filter functions, where:
, where: E sense ⊆ E, where E sense is the set of entities that are sensed by an agent f p,c,i is a filter function, where: p is the property being used to filter; c is the criteria used to determine whether an entity with a given property passes the filter Extract b is the property extraction function Combine b is the property combination function offset b is the offset; it can be positive or negative
Simulation of a Model.
In each iteration of the discrete time simulation, each agent goes through a sense-think-act cycle [21] for each of its behavior groups. Figure 5 illustrates how the sense-think-act cycle works for the behavior group that modifies an agent's angle. In the sense step, an agent observes all obstacles and other agents in its field of view and view distance (see Figure 3 ). In the think step, an agent applies behavioral rules using its own state and the state of the agents and obstacles it observes as input. The output of the think step is the new desired value for an agent's heading and speed. In the act step, agents try to achieve the desired heading and speed, subject to turning speed and acceleration limitations. This can be used to represent human-, animal-, or vehicle movement limitations. The formal simulation procedure is described after Figure 5 .
ALGORITHM 1: Simulation of one discrete timestep in a model with one behavior group Sense l,fov,h : E → E sense , where every element of E sense is within the field of view, fov, of the agent located at l with a heading h F b : E sense → E filtered , where E filtered is the set of entities that pass all filters through filter composition:
where Properties is the set of property values extracted from the entities in E filtered Combine b : Properties → property, where property is the result of combining the set of property values, Properties, into one value b desired_state = property + offset b bg desired_state = ApplyBehaviorGroups : a t → a t,stateUpdated ; for each behavior group's agent property get as close to the desired state as possible, subject to physical limitations (like max turning rate) Project: a t,stateUpdated → a t+1 ; project an agent's new position using its previous position and its current heading and speed
Model Space Search
Once the model space specification, i.e., the "meta-model," is defined, different model instances can be generated from it. The basic idea of model space search is to guide the generation of new model instances that exhibit desired behavior patterns specified by a modeler. In the following subsections, the search method and fitness functions used are described. We also describe why and how discovered models are simplified to remove extraneous model components.
Genetic Algorithm.
A Genetic Algorithm (GA) is used to search through the previously described model specification space. GA is a popular search method inspired by biological evolution [22] . First, a random set of models is created. Each model in this population of models is called a solution, regardless of the behavior it creates when simulated. Solutions are represented by chromosomes whose structure mirrors that of models. Each chromosome is composed of behavior groups. Each of these behavior groups is in turn composed of behaviors. For example, the speed behavior group section of the chromosome is composed of speed behaviors. The number of behavior groups and behaviors within a behavior group can vary between chromosomes. This is needed, because before a good model is discovered, we do not know how many behaviors it has. To crossover two chromosomes, first a behavior group type (angle or speed) is chosen at random. Then, one random behavior is selected from each of the two chromosomes' behavior groups. These behaviors are swapped between the two chromosomes to create two new chromosomes. The mutation operation of the GA either adds a new random behavior, removes a random behavior, or modifies parameters of a random behavior. Any behavior property can be modified through mutation. To reduce the search space, continuous variables that describe behavior properties and filter ranges are discretized.
During each GA step, the population evolves and becomes more fit. First, all models in the population are simulated with random initial conditions. Then, each model's behavior is evaluated with a fitness function to determine how close it is to the desired behavior. Different random initial conditions lead to different fitness scores, so to better differentiate models, fitness is averaged over three simulations. A fitness function is a formal quantitative definition of the behavior being sought. Translating a qualitative description of the desired behavior into a specific fitness function is frequently non-trivial. The next set of steps will create the new population in the following way: 1/4 of the new population comes from mutating the best 1/4 from the old population, which allows a good solution to become even better through mutation; 1/4 of the new population comes from keeping the best 1/4 of the old population unchanged, which ensures a good model is not lost to a bad mutation; 1/4 of the new population comes from randomly exchanging behaviors between models, crossover. A model might have good behaviors mixed in with bad behaviors, and the goal of crossover is to create new models out of those good behaviors. The final 1/4 of the population is a set of completely randomly generated models whose purpose is to inject new behaviors into the population. This cycle continues until the best model(s) in the population passes a fitness threshold or the computational budget is spent, at which point the GA stops and records the best model(s) as the final solution.
Simplification.
The output of the GA-based model search is a set of candidate models that have high fitness values. These models often have lots of "junk behaviors" (like junk DNA): behaviors that do not have a measureable impact on the desired model behavior. One goal of the framework is to discover comprehensible models, so junk behaviors must be removed through a process called "simplification." The goal of simplification is to find the least complex submodel that exhibits the same emergent behavior (being measured) as the unsimplified model. Each submodel is simulated and evaluated according to the fitness functions. A submodel has a subset of the un-simplified model's behaviors and filters. To create a submodel, a subset of the original model's behaviors are chosen; then, for each behavior selected, a subset of that behavior's filters (if present) is chosen. Specifically, the simplification process has an outer loop that iterates through all combinations of behaviors and an inner loop that iterates through all combinations of filters for a given set of behaviors. It is possible that a behavior in a submodel has all of its filters removed; a behavior with no filters is still valid. A model's complexity is equal to the sum of the total number of behaviors and filters it has. It is possible, but in practice unlikely, that simplifying a model results in multiple distinct submodels of equal complexity. To improve efficiency, the simplest submodels are checked first; once a good submodel is found, more complex submodels are ignored.
A submodel's behavior is compared to the unsimplified model's behavior using a fitness function. All fitness metrics measure the distance from some ideal behavior; hence, lower fitnessfunction values are fitter. A submodel is considered fit if its deviance from the ideal behavior is less than or equal to the deviance of the unsimplified model. There can be significant variation (caused by different random initializations) in the measured fitness of a model across simulations, even if the model behavior is good in all the simulations. To overcome this randomness, the fitness threshold is determined by averaging the unsimplified model over 10 simulations and then doing that 10 times and taking the largest average as the threshold (the worst average fitness). Then, a submodel's fitness is averaged over 10 simulations and is considered fit if its average is under the fitness threshold. Note that this simplification process is not scenario-specific, meaning that it is not dependent on specific models or scenarios (e.g., circling, snake shape). Given a candidate model output from the GA, the simplification process creates submodels in a systematic way and evaluates them using the fitness functions already defined in the GA-based model search. This process is automated and guaranteed to end (the worst case is that the original model cannot be simplified and thus the output will be the original model).
Fitness Functions.
Each fitness function measures how close the emergent behavior of agents implementing some behavioral model is to an ideal behavior. Fitness functions are used by the GA to evaluate the fitness of models. Our framework uses the convention for the value returned by fitness functions that lower values are considered fitter, because they represent less deviation from the ideal behavior. A fitness function could theoretically return 0, which would indicate idealized behavior; however, this is extremely unlikely.
A fitness function is designed to measure only one aspect of behavior; however, sometimes the behavior being searched for is a composition of multiple behaviors. For example, the snake behavior with obstacle avoidance (see Figure 7 (c)) can be represented by the composition of the snake, personal space, and obstacle avoidance behaviors. Combining these behaviors into one fitness value is complicated by the fact that each fitness metric is in different units. This issue is addressed next.
Composite Fitness Functions.
A composite fitness function combines the results of two or more fitness functions. Each fitness function is designed to measure a very narrow behavior, therefore to discover models which exhibit complex behavior multiple fitness functions must be combined into a composite fitness function. Each fitness function is scaled until they are in the same "units" and then the scaled fitness values are multiplied and returned as the fitness of the model being evaluated. Multiplying scaled fitness values is better than adding them because it preserves the significance of small numbers, which is important because it ensures that the GA always takes all fitness functions (that form the composite fitness function) into account.
The units of the values returned by different fitness functions will be different because they measure deviations from different ideal behaviors; however, they can be scaled so that similar values represent similar degrees of deviation from the ideal behaviors. To scale a raw fitness function value, it is divided by a "reasonable" value for that fitness function, scale. For example, in the personal space fitness function (discussed later), 0.1 is a reasonable average number of personal space violations per agent per timestep. Another way of interpreting this scaling factor is that it represents the point at which you will consider a model "fit." The resulting scaledFitness is less than or equal to 1 if it is fit.
A ceiling on scaledFitness is needed, because not all fitness metrics have the same maximum scaledFitness. If not done, then one fitness metric could dominate the composite fitness score. For example, the maximum value of scaledFitness is larger for the personal space fitness function than the circle shape fitness function (for useful values of scale and simulation lengths). Therefore, all scaledFitness values are capped at the smallest of the largest possible scaledFitness value for each fitness function that makes up the composite fitness function. scaledFitness = min(max(raw fitness function value/scale, 1), ceiling)
A typical GA search implementation would try and find a model that satisfies the composite fitness function; however, this was found not to work in practice. Instead, initially the GA tries to satisfy just one fitness function. Once this fitness function is satisfied (the scaled fitness is 1 or below) a second fitness function is added to the first one to create a composite fitness function. Once this composite fitness function is satisfied, another fitness function is added to the composite fitness function and so on until all fitness functions that describe the desired behavior are added to the composite fitness function. This requires a decision on what order to add the fitness functions to the composite fitness function. In the experiments, this was resolved by trying all possible orders, which is feasible because only a few fitness functions are needed to represent complex behavior. For a behavior described with 3 fitness functions, there are only 6 possible combinations to try (3! = 6).
Measurement Metrics
An important contribution of this work is the five measurement metrics that we developed to evaluate the application of the framework to the mobile agent domain. If the framework were applied to another simulation modeling domain, then these metrics would be essential to evaluating whether it was applied correctly. The five simulation modeling goals are: flexibility, comprehensibility, controllability, composability, and robustness. The degree to which the model space can be re-used for multiple modeling problems; the number of distinct and useful models it contains, reflects its flexibility. The easier it is to understand discovered models in the model space, the more comprehensible it is. A model space that is comprehensible and flexible will make modifying a discovered model to get predictable and significant changes in behavior easier; the ease of these modifications represents the degree of controllability. The easier it is to re-use discovered models or parts of models in new models, the more valuable and composable it is. Finally, discovered models must consistently (robustly) create the desired behavior to be useful. In the Results section, these five measurement metrics are used to evaluate the application of the framework to the mobile agent domain. These measurement metrics represent the five key ways in which the framework provides value to a simulation modeler.
Flexibility.
A flexible framework is one that can discover many useful and interesting models. To achieve flexibility, the model space specification must be capable of representing a broad variety of models. A flexible model space specification requires an effective search algorithm to take advantage of it. In our work, the flexibility of the framework is demonstrated by finding models for different behavior patterns (e.g., snaking behavior, circular behavior, boids behavior).
Comprehensibility and Controllability.
A key objective of the framework is that it results in controllable and comprehensible models. A model is comprehensible if a modeler can understand the structure and behavior of the model. In our work, this is supported because the model space specification (Section 3.1) is based on human-readable descriptions of how agents sense, think, and act in a dynamic environment. As a result, each model (including all its behaviors) discovered from the GA search method can be read and interpreted by human modelers. For example, a behavior that senses the closest obstacles and moves 180 degrees away from them can be interpreted as an avoidance behavior. A model is controllable if a modeler can determine how to modify an existing model into a related model that generates desired behavior that is similar but not identical to the unmodified model. For example, a modeler intuitively knows how to modify a model that generates circling behavior to get a model that generates circles of a larger radius than the unmodified model. Another example would be modifying a model to control the spacing between agents. Controllability is directly derived from comprehensibility, because the latter provides a necessary condition for the former. Comprehensible models can provide valuable insights into systems, which is why modelers spend time handcrafting knowledge-driven models. Controlling comprehensible models enhances the value of simulation models by allowing them to be predictably modified. For example, a pedestrian model trained on data in one country could be adapted to another country with different personal space social rules by modifying the personal space behavior. In our work, we demonstrate the controllability of the models by modifying some of the behaviors and show how the modified models generate "predictable" behavior outcomes in the simulations.
Composability.
Behaviors are composable if they can be combined to generate models with predictable behavior. Behaviors used for composition can be handcrafted or discovered previously. For example a previously discovered snake shape model could be combined with a handcrafted (or discovered) obstacle avoidance behavior. Composability enhances the value of the framework by encouraging the re-use of previously discovered behaviors, which speeds up the modeling process. Composability means that well-understood behaviors can be handcrafted quickly and combined with discovered behaviors about which there is less prior knowledge. Composability is supported by comprehensibility, too, because to compose behaviors, we need to understand them first. Furthermore, composability benefits from the modular design of behaviors that enables them to be combined and work together in a well-defined manner. In our work, we demonstrate the composability of the discovered models by adding an obstacle avoidance behavior to a circular shape model and by adding personal space-preserving behaviors to a circle shape model. In all of these examples, both the original model and the behaviors that are added to it were discovered using the GA.
Robustness.
Robustness is a measure of how consistently a model works in environments with a different number of agents, world size, and number of obstacles (if applicable) than the one it was discovered in. The more robust a model is, the more applications and, hence, value it has. In the framework, robust models are discovered by first finding lots of fit models automatically and then identifying which ones are robust. This method is more efficient than the handcrafted modeling techniques, which require that a model be laboriously tweaked by hand until it is robust. To evaluate robustness of the discovered models, we developed an automated sensitivity analysis procedure that varies model parameter values as well as simulation settings in a systematic way, and we check the fitness values of the varied models. In our work, we demonstrate the robustness of the discovered models by scaling up the number of agents from 25 to as high as 1,000.
EXPERIMENT RESULTS
We applied the developed framework to discovering various mobile agent-based models with different behavior patterns (e.g., snaking, circling, boids [13] ) and behavior requirements (e.g., obstacle avoidance, personal space). These results use the model space defined in Section 3.2. To demonstrate different aspects of the framework, this section shows experiment results based on discovered models on circle shape (where agents move in the formation of a hollow circle shape), circular group (where agents move in the formation of a filled circle shape), and snake shape (where agents move in a line formation like a snake shape) with personal space and obstacle avoidance (referred to as the "snake shape model" for brevity). In these experiments, obstacles cover an area but agents are abstracted as points. This allows us to demonstrate the obstacle avoidance capability while in the meantime accommodating a potentially large number of agents for robustness analysis. In the snapshots of simulations, the position of an agent is surrounded by a circle of a radius equal to the radius, 5, used by the personal space fitness metric in the experiments, and the line coming out of each agent represents an agent's heading at that iteration. In all experiments, unless otherwise noted, all agents have the same viewing angle (300°) and view distance 150. Models run for 3,500 iterations and burnin is 3,000 iterations. All figures of model behavior are after burnin. Unless otherwise stated, 25 agents are used in each simulation. A small number of agents is necessary to keep the model search process feasible; recall, a model must be simulated to evaluate its fitness. In the robustness section, the number of agents is expanded to a maximum of 1,000 agents without breaking the discovered models.
Although the allowable values for the angle and speed offsets and filter ranges are continuous, they are discretized to aid the search process. Sensitivity analysis (see Section 4.3) shows that frequently models are insensitive to the exact value of a parameter. The first time a model is searched for the discretization used is course. If a model is not found, then a finer discretization is used.
In all experiments, all filter ranges are discretized into 10 segments. In the circle and snake shape models, the angle offset is discretized into 45°segments. It was not possible to find the circular group without reducing the angle offset discretization to 10°. The snake shape model's speed offset discretization is 0.25.
We applied the developed framework to discovering three behaviorally distinct models: circle shape, circular group, and snake shape with personal space and obstacle avoidance, and used them to demonstrate different features of the framework. Videos of sample simulation runs using the discovered models can be found at https://grid.cs.gsu.edu/xhu/DDM_Video.htm. For all these models, the population size of the GA was 40 and the GA ran for multiple generations until either a fit model was discovered or the computational budget was expended. Specifically, 100 generations were used for discovering the circle shape model, 25 generations for the circular group model, and 112 generations for the snake shape with personal space and obstacle avoidance model. In general, the runtime of the GA-based search method is proportional to the GA population size, the number of generations of the GA, and the execution time of each simulation (which depends on the number of agents as well as the duration of the simulation). In our experiments, the searches were run using a desktop computer with 16 GB of RAM and an Intel i7 processor. It took 22.5 hours to discover the circle shape model, 4.0 hours to discover the circular group model, and 14.8 hours to discover the snake shape model. The variation in runtime is caused by variation in the number of GA generations and how fast models run. In the following section, we describe the fitness functions used in the experiments and then show results demonstrating the flexibility, comprehensibility, robustness, composability, and controllability of the discovered models.
Fitness Functions
The discovery of circle shape, circular group, and snake shape models requires fitness functions that capture these behavior patterns. Each of these "shape-oriented" behavior patterns can be combined with personal space and obstacle avoidance requirements, which are independent of the specific formation of agents. In all of the fitness functions described in the following section, the smaller the value returned by a function, the more fit a model is, because fitness functions measure the deviation from some ideal behavior pattern.
Personal Space Fitness
Function. This is the total number of times the "personal space" of all agents have been violated. The ideal number is 0, so the objective is to minimize this fitness metric. In our work, the personal space for each agent is defined as the area of a circle centered on each agent with a radius of 5. Since each agent has the same personal space radius each time two agents get closer than a distance of 5, the personal space is violated for two agents. Agents should preserve personal space for the entirety of the simulation. However, since agents are randomly placed, it is possible that they are initially placed within each other's personal space, so a short burnin of 5 timesteps is used. The personal space fitness function equation that follows, where A is the set of agents, a x,t is the xth agent at time t, and T is the total number of timesteps in a simulation. (a i,t , a k,t ) ≤ personalSpace ∧ i k ) return 1, else return 0 personalSpace = 5
Number of personal space violations
= T t =5 |A | i=0 |A | k=0 violation(a i,t , a k,t ) violation(a i,t , a k,t ) = i f (distance
Obstacle Avoidance Fitness Function.
Obstacles are considered permeable regions agents try to avoid. This metric represents the total number of obstacle boundary violations. One obstacle boundary violation represents one timestep when an agent is within an obstacle's circular area. The ideal number is 0, so the objective is to minimize this fitness metric. Agents should avoid obstacles from the start of the simulation. However, since agents are randomly placed, it is possible that they are initially placed within an obstacle's boundary, so a short burnin of 100 timesteps is used. The obstacle avoidance fitness function equation follows, with A as the set of agents, a i,t is the ith agent at time t, T is the total number of timesteps in a simulation, O is the set of obstacles, and o k is the kth obstacle.
Number of obstacle violations
= T t =100 |A | i=0 |O | k=0 violation(a i,t , o k ) violation(a i,t , o k ) = i f (distance(a i,t , o k ) ≤ obstacleRadius) return 1, else return 0 obstacleRadius = 10
"Snake" Shape Fitness Function.
The snake shape behavior is when agents follow one another in a line (see Figure 7 (c) as an example). Each agent's heading is compared to the angle between its position and its closest neighbor's position. It does not matter whether an agent is following a neighbor or being followed by a neighbor, so the comparison is also done with the agent heading rotated 180°. The snake shape fitness function equation follows, where A is the set of agents, a i,t is the ith agent at time t, and T is the total number of timesteps in a simulation.
deviation from snake shape = T t =3,000
A perfect model would have a summation of 0, so lower values are considered better. To establish a minimum level of separation between agents, an observing agent's closest neighbor cannot be closer than 1. If all neighbors to an observing agent are within the minimum distance or the observer has no neighbors, then the difference for that agent is 90°(the worst possible value).
Another aspect of the snake behavior is that agents must be in a group(s) as opposed to widely spaced. Therefore, two agents are not considered neighbors if they are not in the same group. It is possible that an agent is not in any group, in which case it has no neighbors. In our work, we define that a group has a minimum size of 5 and all group members must be within a distance of 5 * personal space radius (personal space radius = 5) from at least one other group member. Since the snake shape is an emergent property, it is only measured after a burnin of 3,000 timesteps. The fitness function returns the average deviation from perfect snake shape, with the deviation being measured every 100 timesteps for efficiency.
Shape Fitness Function.
Besides the snake shape fitness function, we also defined a fitness function for general shapes. The goal of the shape fitness metric is to evaluate how closely agents form the desired shape. This general shape detection method is applied to the circular group and circle shapes. At each timestep (in practice every 100th timestep for efficiency) after burnin (3,000 timesteps) the shape of the agents is compared to the ideal shape. Burnin is needed to allow the agents time to form the shape. The smaller the difference, the more fit the model being evaluated is. The agent shape is discretized by filling an occupancy grid ( Figure 6 ) and comparing this to the ideal shape's occupancy grid. The overall fitness of a model is the average of all of the timestep's occupancy grid differences.
To compare the ideal shape to the actual shape of agents at a particular timestep, the ideal shape is centered on the ideal shape occupancy grid. The shape of the agents at a given timestep, from now on called the model shape, is centered on an occupancy grid. The shape fitness metric assumes that the agents form one shape, but the agents may form multiple shapes or have "stray" agents not part of any shape. To account for this, only those agents that are part of the largest group are used for the comparison to the ideal shape. A group has a minimum size of 5, and all group members must be within a distance of 5 * personal space radius (personal space radius = 5) from at least one other group member. The model shape, by now projected onto the occupancy grid, is rotated such that the average heading of the agents is equal to 0°. This rotation increases the flexibility of the shape fitness function by making it capable of representing shapes that are not circularly symmetric. The final step is to find the difference between the ideal and agent shape occupancy grids. The shape fitness function equation is shown in the following equation, where T is the total length of the simulation, width and height are the width and height of the occupancy grid (both 400), I is the ideal occupancy grid, and S is the agent shape occupancy grid. The ideal occupancy grid for the circle shape shown in Figure 7 is created by superimposing a hollow circle of radius 30 on the occupancy grid. The ideal occupancy grid for the filled circle shape, also shown in Figure 7 , is made by superimposing a filled circle of radius 30 on the occupancy grid.
shape fitness = T t =3,000 After the equation for the ideal shape is projected onto the ideal shape occupancy grid, the grid may need to be normalized so that the total occupancy of all positions is equal to the total number of agents in the simulation. This ensures that finding the difference between the ideal and shape occupancy grids could theoretically be 0. Another important detail is that to smooth out the rounding effects caused by the discretization of continuous position values, both the ideal and shape occupancy grids are blurred before being compared. One blurring involves redistributing part of each occupancy grid's cells to its 8 neighbors. The occupancy grid cell size is 1 by 1, so in a world size 400 × 400, the occupancy grid is also 400 × 400. The shape fitness function is used to discover the circle shape and circular group models.
Flexibility and Comprehensibility
The framework was used to automatically discover a circle shape, circular group, and snake shape with personal space and obstacle avoidance models as shown in Figure 7 . An important feature is that the models were both discovered automatically and are comprehensible, meaning that a modeler can look at a specific behavior of a discovered model and interpret how the behavior plays its role for the overall behavior pattern of the multi-agent system. An added value of this comprehensibility is demonstrated later in Section 4.5, where the models are modified to get predictable variations in behavior.
In the following subsections, the circle shape, circular group, and snake shape with personal space and obstacle avoidance models are given in Tables 2, 3 , and 4. These models are direct outcomes of the search method without any manual modification. For each behavior pattern, the search method produces multiple models that have good fitness values. For simplicity, only the model with the highest fitness value is shown. In Tables 2, 3 , and 4, each row represents a different behavior. In Tables 2 and 3 , all behaviors are part of a behavior group that modifies the angle agent property. In Table 4 , behaviors with IDs 1 and 2 are part of a behavior group that modifies an agent's angle and behaviors 3 and 4 are part of a behavior group that modifies an agent's speed. All behaviors-except for behavior 2 (obstacle avoidance) in Table 4 -act on agents. The first thing a behavior must do is filter the observed agents (or obstacles). Behaviors can have 0, 1, or more Speed up to make slowing down later possible filters. If there are no filters, then all agents within the field of view are used by a behavior. If there is more than 1 filter, then only those agents that pass all the filters are used by a behavior. The ranges given for filters are the allowed value of the property being used to filter. For example, "distance within [0, 16] " means that an observed agent passes the filter if its distance to the observer is between 0 and 16 (inclusive). The entities (agents or obstacles) that pass the filtering step have 1 property extracted from each of them and this property is combined through a method given in Table 1 . Through sensitivity analysis, the combination method was found to not have an impact on fitness for the discovered models, so it is not given in Tables 2 through 4 . The combination method may be relevant to other models, so it is still an important component of the framework. The offset is added to the result of the combination step to represent the agent behavior, relative to the behavior it observes in its relevant (filtered) neighbors. The interpreted purpose column has our interpretation of the contribution of the behavior to the overall model behavior. The specific values in Tables 2 through 4 were taken from the discovered models. There are many other possible values that would work just as well (see sensitivity analysis in Section 4.3). It is important to keep this in mind when analyzing the models. For example, in the snake shape model (Table 4 ) the second behavior is considered an obstacle avoidance behavior because the offset is greater than 90°(it is 135°). Another example is the speed offsets in behaviors 3 and 4 in Table 4 ; the sign of these offsets is significant, but a wide range of magnitudes would work.
Circle Shape Model.
The model given in Figure 7 and Table 2 was discovered using the circle shape fitness function described previously. Note that the circle shape fitness function requires that agents form a circle shape but does not specify how agents move within that shape; in the discovered model the agents rotate clockwise. The first angle behavior causes the agents to circle relative to one another, because the offset is 90°. The cumulative effect of all agents turning 90°relative to one another is circling. The second behavior is crucial, because it controls the radius of the circle through the distance filter. This is known because modifying the distance filter results in predictable changes in circle radius (see Section 4.5.1). In this model, agents form a circle with a radius of 30. The third behavior uses a filter to ensure that agents turn towards agents that are moving away from them (because the filter value is greater than 90°). This can be interpreted as a follow behavior. Without the third behavior, agents may try and follow agents that are behind them, resulting in many small groups instead of one large one. The offset of the third behavior cannot be 0, because that would result in line formation. Rather, to get the curve needed, the third behavior's offset should be close to 0. In this experiment, the angle offset was discretized into 45°s egments, so the offset is 45°.
Circular Group Model.
The model given in Figure 7 and Table 3 was discovered using the circular group fitness function described previously. Note that the fitness function specifies the distribution of the agents but not their heading or speed. The first angle behavior causes the agents to form a group by causing agents to turn around if they get within a distance of 90 to 135 from neighboring agents; this range controls the radius of the group. It is this filter range that will be manipulated in Section 4.4.1 to control the radius of the circular group. The second behavior causes the agents to compress into a circle shape by giving agents headings that are not aligned (or opposite) to one another by using a 140°offset. If the offset had been 0°or 180°, then the agents would have remained stretched out. The exact value of the second behavior's offset is not significant as long, as it is not 0°or 180°. Similarly, the exact value of the first behavior's offset is not significant as long as it causes agents to turn around at the appropriate distance. Figure 7 and Table 4 was discovered using a composite fitness function made by combining the snake shape, personal space, and obstacle avoidance fitness functions described previously. The first angle behavior causes each agent to follow other agents that are moving away from it, thus generating the snake shape behavior. The second angle behavior is needed for obstacle avoidance, because the offset is greater than 90°. Note that this behavior has two filters. Obstacles have a radius of 10, so this behavior activates when an agent is a distance of 14 from the edge of an observed obstacle. The two speed behaviors are needed to space out the agents in the snake to satisfy the personal space metric. The first speed behavior slows down an agent when it gets too close to other agents. The second speed behavior, which also has two filters, speeds up an agent when another agent that is following it is too close. The second filter in the second speed behavior selects agents that the observer is heading away from (or perpendicular to). The absolute value of the second speed behavior's offset must be greater than the absolute value of the first speed behavior's offset, because when both behaviors are activated, the second speed behavior must dominate so that the observer can speed away from agents that are following it. Collectively, the two speed behaviors demonstrate the expressive power of chaining filters.
Snake Shape with Personal Space and Obstacle Avoidance Model. The model given in

Robustness
Robustness analysis aims to show the discovered models are robust in various simulation settings (e.g., with different number agents) and for a wide range of parameter values. This section shows robustness analysis from two different aspects: (1) scaling up to more agents and (2) sensitivity analysis of model parameters.
To analyze the robustness of the discovered models for different numbers of agents, we scale up the number of agents to as high as 1,000. When scaling up the number of agents, the world size was increased to 900 × 900 in all experiments except the circular group experiment (Figure 8(a) ) which retains the original 400 × 400 world size. The circular group model is insensitive to crowding, whereas the other models are not. For the circle shape model, to ensure that agents can find one another in the enlarged large world, the agent view distance was increased to 250 and the filter range for the second angle behavior was changed to [200, 250] to allow for a larger circle radius. If this is not done, then multiple circles are formed instead of one circle. Figure 8 shows the simulation results. Note that Figures 8(a)-(c) show results from the discovered models where the personal space fitness function was not used in the search method. As a result, some agents overlap with each other due to the large number of agents, which is expected. In Figure 8 panel (c), notice that the agents graze a few obstacles but do not actually violate them (recall that the agents are located at the points at the center of the hollow circles in the figure and the lines represent the agent headings). The obstacles (solid black circles in Figure 8 ), radius of size 10, are permeable areas that agents try and avoid. The obstacles are randomly positioned at the start of each experiment.
We also scaled up the number of agents for the snake shape with personal space and obstacle avoidance model. Figure 8(d) shows the result when scaling up the number of agents to 50 agents. Scaling beyond 50 agents (in this world size) results in crowding and personal space violations due to world size limitation, as shown in Figures 8(e) and 8(f) , which have 200 agents. The snake shape with personal space and obstacle avoidance model was discovered in a low-density environment where there is enough room to form a straight line and still spread out enough to preserve personal space. Therefore, when the number of agents is increased to 200, the agents still combine to create one line, but now they cannot spread out enough to preserve personal space. Nevertheless, the personal space behavior still does its job to make agents preserve personal space whenever possible. Figure 8(e) shows an earlier snapshot of the simulation, where agents are still in the process of forming a single line shape. The figure shows that agents violate personal space only in places where multiple lines of agents merge together. Figure 8 (f) shows a snapshot of the single snake line formation after burnin. Notice that the agents in panel (f) spread out to preserve as much personal space as they can, given the limitations of the model: agents form one line instead of spreading out to take advantage of all available space. These experiments show that the discovered models are robust in settings similar to the ones they were discovered in. Even when the model is run in a setting that is significantly different from the one it was discovered in, the model will still do its best.
The circle shape, circular group, and snake shape models defined previously in Tables 2 through  4 have specific parameter values; however, many of the values are representative of a range of values that would work just as well. To carry out sensitivity analysis, we choose the circle shape model (Table 2 ) and vary the distance filter range of the second behavior of this model. We record the fitness values from simulations based on the modified model and calculate the average over 10 experiments (the detailed fitness values are provided in the supplementary document accompanying this article). The distance filter range of the circle shape model shown in Table 2 is [60, 135], which has a lower bound 60 and an upper bound 135. The experiments show that as long as the lower bound is between 55 and 70, the model is fit, regardless of the value of the upper bound. The model is fittest when the lower bound is 60 and is insensitive to the upper bound. This is because the lower bound controls the radius of the agents, whereas the upper bound just has to be high enough that some agents pass the filter. This analysis shows that the discovered models are robust for a range of parameters.
Composability
Composability refers to the ability to mix and match previously discovered or handcrafted models and their constituent behaviors to produce meaningful simulation results. Composability improves the value of discovered models by allowing parts of them to be re-used in other models. In this section, composability is demonstrated by adding obstacle avoidance to the circular group model and personal space to the circular-shape model.
Adding Obstacle Avoidance to Circular Group Model.
To add obstacle avoidance to the circular shape model, the obstacle avoidance behavior (the second angle behavior of Table 4 ) from the snake shape model is added to it. Over 100 simulations (each simulation runs for 3,400 timesteps after burnin), the average number of obstacle violations in an environment with 5 randomly placed obstacles in the unmodified model was 8,567.36; in the modified model, it was 1,497.1. This means that without adding the obstacle avoidance behavior, there are an average of 2.52 obstacle violations in each step for the 25 agents. After adding the obstacle avoidance behavior, the average number of obstacle violations in each step is reduced to 0.44, which is significantly smaller. This means the discovered obstacle avoidance behavior can be added to other models and has a meaningful impact on the simulation results. Figure 9 (a) shows a snapshot of a simulation using the modified model. Note that our goal here was not to minimize the number of obstacle violations, but rather to show that the number of obstacle violations decreases substantially after adding the obstacle avoidance behavior.
Preserving Personal Space in the Circle Shape Model.
In this next experiment, we will explore how to add personal space preservation to the discovered circle shape model. The circle shape model (see Figure 9 (b)) was discovered without regard for personal space, but this can be changed by adding the two speed behaviors from the snake shape model (see Figure 9 (c)). In Figure 9 (b), notice the overlap between some agents and how this overlap is not present in Figure 9 (c). Recall that the two speed behaviors from the snake shape model are used to spread out the agents to satisfy personal space. To make the results more visually distinct, the circle radius was increased by changing the second angle behavior's distance filter range to be [130, 150] (it was previously [60, 135] ). Section 4.5.1 describes why modifying the distance filter range controls circle radius. Over 100 simulations, the average number of personal space violations in the unmodified model was 5,552.52, and in the modified model it was 181.36. Similar to before, this means the two discovered speed behaviors for personal space can be added to other models and has a meaningful impact on the simulation results.
Controllability
In this section, the circle shape model's radius and the snake shape model's personal space are controlled. These models were manually modified to get variations in behavior. This manual model modification requires that the discovered models be comprehensible so that the needed modification can be identified. Furthermore, when the discovered models can be controlled, it demonstrates that they are comprehensible. Modifying models to get variations on behavior (controllability) is a common modeling task, and this subsection demonstrates how it can be done for the discovered models.
Controlling Circle Shape
Radius. We will demonstrate controllability by controlling the radius of the circle shape. In Figure 10 , the original model is simulated in panel (b). Panels (a) and (c) are simulations of models that were created by modifying the original model given in Table 2 . Specifically, the second angle behavior causes an observing agent, the observer, to turn towards an observed agent if the observed agent is between 60 and 135 units away from the observer; it is this behavior that is modified to control the radius. When the lower bound of the second angle behavior's filter is changed to 30, the result is panel (a) in Figure 10 . This works by causing an agent to turn when the distance between the agent and its neighboring agents is 30 to 135 instead of 60 to 135. Since agents turn sooner, the result is a tighter circle. In panel (c) of Figure 10 , the radius is increased by delaying turning by increasing the lower bound of the second angle behavior's filter to 100. Because the model is comprehensible, it can be controlled without requiring that a new model be discovered with a different radius.
Snake Shape with Personal Space and Obstacle Avoidance
Model. We will demonstrate controllability by controlling the personal space distance of the snake shape. In Figure 11 , the original model is simulated in panel (b). Panels (a) and (c) are simulations of models that were created by modifying the original model given in Table 4 . The first speed behavior causes agents to slow down if they get too close; it is this behavior that is modified to control personal space. Specifically, an agent tries to go 0.25 units slower than any neighbors that are within a distance of 16. By changing the upper bound of the first speed behavior's filter to 4 (1/4 of the original upper bound), the personal space is reduced (as shown in panel (a) in Figure 11 ). This works by only slowing down agents when they are within a distance of 4 instead of 16. Finally, by increasing the upper filter bound to 25, panel (c) in Figure 11 was created. Because the model is comprehensible, it can be controlled without requiring that a new model be discovered with a different personal space.
CONCLUSION
This article presents an approach towards data-driven simulation modeling by developing a framework that discovers simulation models in an automated way. Experimental results demonstrate that the proposed method can find a wide variety of interesting models. Unlike typical handcrafted models, these models were found automatically and with significantly less modeler bias. The models that were discovered were comprehensible enough to make modifying them easy. The model space specification presented in this article is defined in a general way in the sense that it adopts a genetic structure where agents are specified by behaviors that act on and influence properties of entities in the environment. Although this article considers only angle/speed behaviors in a 2D space, the model space specification can be extended to deal with more complex scenarios. For example, one extension that we are currently working on is to add a "category" property to agents and a new type of entity "space zone" for supporting discovering models that can produce lane formation in crowd behavior. This article focuses on the mobile agent domain, but the overall framework can potentially be applied to other modeling domains. To apply the framework to a new domain, one would need to define a new model space from which different model instances can be generated, and new desired behaviors (captured by the fitness functions in our work) that act as the model search criteria. The effectiveness of an application of the framework to a new domain can be evaluated using the measurement metrics developed in this article.
At its current stage, this work has several limitations that require further research to resolve. First, the work does not use real-world data. Using real-world data is considered future work, as explained before. Second, due to the nature of the simulation-based evaluation used in the GA, the discovered models inevitably "depend on" the specific scenarios used in the simulations. For example, a model discovered in an environment with only sparse obstacles may not work very well in an environment with dense obstacles. This limitation can be alleviated by using more simulation settings/scenarios when evaluating the fitness of models, but that will incur more computation cost. Third, once the model space and fitness functions are defined, the current work does not use any "extra knowledge" during the model search process. In many cases, modelers do have certain knowledge that can benefit the model search. For example, for agents to work well in an obstaclerich environment, the agent model must have some form of "obstacle avoidance" behavior. How to systematically incorporate such knowledge into the framework will be a topic for future research. Finally, the models demonstrated in this article assume all agents are homogeneous agents running the same model. A future work is to apply the framework to more complex applications, such as discovering models that can produce lane formation in crowd behavior where agents need to differentiate people moving in the same direction or in opposite directions.
